What Are The Requirements for a Section Maintainer?

As sections become available, Section Maintainers are appointed by the state Maintenance Director based on the following requirements:

♦ To be a BMTA member in good standing.
♦ To have read and absorbed the General Responsibilities for Section Maintainers and had any questions answered by the Maintenance Director or member of the relevant Maintenance Team.
♦ To either have attended at least two (2) monthly work trips (during at least one of which appropriate training takes place), or to have received individual training from a member of the Maintenance Team as assigned by the appropriate Maintenance Director.
♦ To have completed the Section Walk Training (SWT) with a member of the Maintenance Team. Once requirements one through three have been met, the Maintenance Director may temporarily assign a section to the individual -- on a section available basis.
♦ The next step is for the new maintainer to do a SWT of his / her newly assigned section with a member of the Maintenance Team. Only when the SWT is completed and the work hours reported to the Maintenance Director by the Maintenance Team member will the assignment be finalized.

Temporary Assignments: At the discretion of the appropriate Maintenance Director, individuals who have met the first three (3) requirements above, but not yet the fourth, may be assigned a section on a temporary basis.

Questions? In Georgia contact the GA Maintenance Director and in Tennessee contact the TN/NC Maintenance Director.